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The Personal Supply Chain
An event by

in collaboration with

DATE
5 March 2015, Thursday

Today, the connected consumer wants more choice, choice not just in the products
they want to buy but choice in how they access and consume these products
and services. These omnichannel consumers are empowered, connected and are
willing to collaborate.

TIME
1500 – 1830hrs

Omnichannel’s effects on the retail, manufacturing and logistics sectors has been
profound, and is driving a revolution in the way that businesses and consumers
now connect and exchange value. At its heart is the connected, engaged
omnichannel shopper – a person who is no longer prepared to stand by, but wants
to actively participate in the supply chain. This has resulted in a new phenomenon
we call the Personal Supply Chain.

VENUE
Fern & Kiwi Bar and Eatery
Participation
By invite only

In this event, we aim to discuss the implications of the Personal Supply Chain
across the whole value chain, and how we can tackle the challenges of this new
phenomenon.

EVENT
1500 Registration
1530 Personal Supply Chain Presentation by Telstra
1600 Panel Discussion on “A Whole New World of Consumerism:
The Rise of the Purchasing Power” by SCA
1700 Cocktail
1830 Event Ends

To Register

Email: admin@supplychainasia.org
Website: http://supplychainasia.org/index.php/events/register-for-upcoming-events
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F

ebruary is a peculiar month. After the indulgence of December – right when we started gettting
into the groove of a proper work month in January – we are faced with yet another major
festival ahead: the Chinese New Year. Businesses will close for a few days while families
unite for reunion dinners and light gambling sessions. Then we will return to work groggy from yet
another holiday. It will feel like the beginning of January again.
Not that many of us are complaining, naturally. Unless if you are working in a logistics industry
or are dependent on Chinese suppliers. This is the time when the entire country can go up to 10
days of radio silence.
This is why it is extremely important to plan ahead (if you are only realising this now, it is too late).
Take note of the Chinese New Year period for the next five years. When you are planning to order
products from China during this holiday season (quite a bad idea to be honest), be sure to buffer
the time. Add in an extra one (or two, or three) weeks of ETA in case of delays.
But like all things in life, Murphy’s Law can unexpectedly prevail. Do you have a CNY horror story?
Share with us, and we may feature it on our next issue!
In the meantime, try to enjoy the holidays. It will be over before you know it.
Cheers,
The Supply Chain Asia Team
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Supply Chain Asia Magazine (MICA (P)126/05/2014) is published
by Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd. All rights reserved. No part
of the publication may be reproduced without prior permission
from the publisher. For subscription and other enquiries, please
visit www.supplychainasia.org.
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press
releases

PACTL’s domestic cargo volume grew
by 6.25 per cent year-on-year to 97,336
tonnes in 2014, while its international
cargo volumes rose by 16.91 per cent
to 1,404,777 tonnes. Imports increased
by 16.85 per cent to 597,956 tonnes,
while exports showed growth of 15.69
per cent and reached a total figure of
904,157 tonnes in 2014.
CPSL Welcomes New Customer
Cathay Pacific Services Limited (CPSL)
is pleased to announce that the
Company has commenced its cargo
operations and documentation services
for EVA Air at the Cathay Pacific Cargo
Terminal on 5th January 2015.
CPSL Chief Executive Officer Mr Kelvin
Ko said: “The transition went extremely
well. Thanks to the tremendous efforts
of the teams over the past six months.
EVA is renowned for its commitment to
exemplary safety and service standards.
We are thrilled to be entrusted to
provide best-in-class services to our
customers supporting their growth and
development in the region.”

Kerry Logistics and Puninar
Logistics’ Shareholders Form Joint
Venture for Business Expansion in
Indonesia
Kerry Logistics Network Limited has
announced the formation of a new
joint venture – Kerry-Puninar Logistics,
with the shareholders of PT Puninar
Saranaraya (“Puninar Logistics”), one of
Indonesia’s largest logistics companies
for business expansion in Indonesia.

Having established its cargo operations
in Hong Kong since 1996, EVA has been
playing an important role in transporting
shipments between Hong Kong and
Taiwan. Currently, BR operates 60
scheduled passenger flights and 15
scheduled freighters a week.

At the inauguration reception of the joint
venture held in Jakarta, Kerry Logistics
Chairman Mr George Yeo and Puninar
Logistics President Director Mr Eddy
Korompis shared the common vision
of generating synergies and further
expanding their businesses.
The joint venture will allow the two
partners to leverage each other’s
competitive strengths to attain winwin results. It will combine Kerry
Logistics’ global logistics expertise
and international freight forwarding
network with Puninar Logistics’ local
capabilities and connections. This will
give customers in Indonesia access to
complete supply chain solutions and a
globally integrated network. In addition,
Puninar Logistics will also be able to
expand its international customer base.
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PACTL Sets New Record for Freight
Volumes in 2014
Shanghai Pudong Int’l Airport Cargo
Terminal Co., Ltd. (PACTL) has achieved
tonnage growth of 16.15 per cent
year-on-year, reaching a total figure of
1,502,113 tonnes of freight in 2014.
After setting a series of monthly
records, PACTL has now registered
the strongest annual results in the
company’s history.

“We were not only able to meet, but
even exceed our positive expectations at
the end of the year with record results of
1.5 million tonnes of air freight handled
in 2014. We particularly welcome the
significant growth rates for imports,
as they indicate an increasing balance
in the flows of commodities and will
therefore help our customers to make
their transport cycles more efficient.
We are not anticipating any decline in
figures at the moment and therefore
expect developments to continue at
a similarly high level in 2015,” says Mr
Lutz Grzegorz, Vice President of PACTL.
Southeast Asia Punches Above its
Weight in Global Connectedness,
DHL Study Reveals
DHL has released the third edition
of its Global Connectedness Index
(GCI) revealing a recovery in global
connectedness to pre-financial crisis
levels and ranking five Southeast
Asian economies - Malaysia, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Hong Kong SAR, and
Singapore - as top global connectedness
outperformers relative to their size and
levels of economic development.
The report, a detailed analysis of 140
countries, measures depth and breadth
of connectedness by cross-border
flows of trade, capital, information
and people. Ranked third in the GCI,
Singapore is a regional leader and the
only non- European country in the
top 10. It earns its top rank primarily
because of the depth of its international
integration relative to the size of its
domestic economy.
Other top 50 ranked performers include
Hong Kong SAR at 11, Korea at 13,
Taiwan at 18, Thailand at 19, Malaysia
at 21, New Zealand at 31, Australia at
32, Vietnam at 33, Japan at 40, and
Cambodia at 48. China is ranked at
84, India at 71 and Indonesia at 111.
Japan and Korea continue to be ranked
in the top 10 countries on the breadth
dimension of global connectedness,
which measures how broadly the

international component of a given
type of activity is distributed across
countries.

PSA Container Throughput Performance
for 2014

per cent over 2013 with the flagship PSA
Singapore Terminals contributing 33.55
million TEUs (+4.1 per cent) and PSA
terminals outside Singapore handling
31.89 million TEUs (+7.8 per cent).
Mr Tan Chong Meng, Group CEO of PSA,
said, “Last year was challenging for the
shipping and port industry. Global trade
growth was modest and that, coupled with
the introduction of many mega vessels,
resulted in overcapacity and low freight
rates for liner carriers. The increasingly
large ships and complex alliances have
also led to much greater operational
demands being placed on port operators;
this is a structural shift which will impact
all ports as ships across all shipping routes
continue to upsize.“

PSA International Pte Ltd (PSA) handled
65.44 million Twenty-foot Equivalent Units
(TEUs) of containers at its port projects
around the world for the year ending 31
December 2014.
The Group’s volume increased by 5.8

Southeast

Asian

Economies

Receive
Cargo Clearance
Permits in a flash!

Emerging Markets Growth
Dynamism and confidence in ASEAN
countries is offsetting mixed performance
in China, India and the other BRICS
economies that powered emerging
markets growth in recent years.
The more balanced picture for growth is
reflected in the 2015 Agility Emerging
Markets Logistics Index, an annual datadriven ranking of 45 emerging economies
accompanied by a separate survey of
nearly 1,000 global logistics and supply
chain executives.
The Index, now in its sixth year, ranks
emerging markets based on their size,
business conditions, infrastructure and
other factors that make them attractive
for investment by logistics companies,
air cargo carriers, shipping lines, freight
forwarders and distribution companies.

Drive

Total
Fee Waiver
till 31st March
2015

Return permit. Reduce time. Reuse data.

TradeXchange® Permit Return Service transmits ALL approved
permits securely to Traders and their authorised partners via
TradeXchange® instantly. Traders can also choose the data format
option to allow easy processing into their computer systems.
To find out more, email to
tradexchange@crimsonlogic.com

Operated by:

www.tradexchange.gov.sg
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Supply Chain in
Thailand

Features

By Michael Lecomte, Supply Chain Manager, Manuchar Thailand Ltd

The Domination of Road
Transport

T

rransportation of goods in
Thailand uses road for almost
90 per cent. Many reasons can
explain this trend. One such reason is
the poor condition of the rail network,
which was created and first developed
by King Rama V (1853 – 1910) more
than one century ago.
Since that period, the rail network
has been developed only by 20 per
cent, so it is in a state of decline with
old infrastructures and locomotives.
The law in Thailand declares that it is
mandatory for any rail transportation
projects to be executed with the State
organisation. Many governments
tried to change it in order to allow
competition and investment in this
sector but trade unions are very
powerful and will go on strike so to
not lose their generous benefits.

About the Author
Mr Michael Lecomte leads SupplyChain at MANUCHAR THAILAND.
He had previously worked in France
and Egypt in a variety of SupplyChain project manager roles for
industrial companies and 3PL. He
started to work for AREVA and
LEGRAND where he implemented
Sales & Operations Planning process
and ERP system for manufacturing
environment. He worked as well
for GEFCO and GEODIS as head of
operations and project manager on
warehousing tenders. He is also a
lecturer in several business schools
and universities. Mr Lecomte hold an
MBA from ISC Paris and is certified
in S&OP.
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Regarding river transportation, it is
generally only used to carry dry bulk
like rice, sugar or cement mainly on
Chao Praya river (river going through
Bangkok). The problem in Thailand
is the high number of low bridges,
which makes difficult for barges to
go through. There have been many
debates on the subject of re-building
these bridges, but the huge cost
slowed down this project. When we
look at harbour infrastructure, the
main port in Thailand is Laem Chabang
on the east cost. It started more than
20 years ago when the government
wanted to develop an industrial zone
in this area. They chose this region
because it is only 100km away from
the convenience of Bangkok, as the
capital city port is more a river port
and cannot welcome large vessels.

3PL Market: Few Big
Thai Companies Among
International Players
Within the Top 10 3PLs in Thailand,
there are only two Thai companies
among
well-known
international
players. In addition, these two
companies (SCG and Thai Beverage)
are the logistics subsidiaries of large
groups. Indeed, few Thai companies
are able to manage the complex
flows that 3PL activities require, so
they only focus on basic activities.
The few that succeeded to develop
3PL activities invested in supply chain
skills with global players. So these
companies with international players
also manage supply chains of global
accounts in Thailand and generally
sub-contract basic activities to smaller
Thai carriers.

The Logistics Hub of the
ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC)
Thailand is located at the strategic
crossroads of mainland Southeast
Asian region, in which it shares
common land border with four
neighbouring countries: Myanmar,
Laos, Cambodia and Malaysia.
Exports contributed to 77 per cent
of Thailand’s GDP in 2011, and the
transport sector underpins this
notable export performance. The
export-dependent nature of Thailand’s
economy, with recent structural
changes towards a higher share of
value-added manufactured goods
and level of global trading, requires a
strong and integrated transport and
trade facilitation system. Thailand
ranks 38 according to the Logistics
Performance Index conducted by
World Bank. The government is
working on improving its trade
systems such as the customs. A
e-logistics system is currently being
introduced to cut logistics cost,
reduce paperwork and the time spent
on import and export.

The Benefits of AEC
Thanks to the free flow of goods,
there will be more opportunities for
trade of goods with Myanmar and
Cambodia as over 90 per cent of
their inclusion list has to be brought
down to zero per cent. For Laos and
Vietnam, over half of their inclusion
list is already zero per cent, while
only seven per cent of Myanmar and
Cambodia’s inclusion list is zero per
cent.
Thai logistics operators should take
this opportunity to expand their
businesses to the neighbouring
countries to support other expanding
Thai businesses. Currently, many Thai
corporations have already set up a
logistics business in the neighboring
countries. Siam Cement Group (SCG),
for example, has logistics and transport
businesses in Laos and Cambodia.
Loxley, a listed Thai conglomerate,
has a logistics investment plan with a
multinational corporation to co-invest
in the neighbouring countries, such as
Myanmar.
The development of Thailand’s
crossborder routes in greater Mekong
Subregion (GMS) will help this trend.
For example, the East-West economic
corridor provides gateway for trade
involving Thailand – Laos – Vietnam.

Connecting Thailand to Vietnam (Da
Nang in Vietnam as a port terminal)
via Laos by land in two days (510 km),
compared to via ship in 15 days, is the
high potential of this route, used by
logistics companies. Other corridor
will help to reach easily China, Laos
and South of Vietnam.

Connectivity & Logistics
Advantage
The road network is a part of the
Dawei (Myanmar) Deep-Sea Port
Development
project
between
Myanmar and Thailand, planned to
be completed by 2020. The linkage
will shorten sea freight and voyage
distance for countries in ASEAN. For
example, distance from Vietnam to
India is reduced from 4,200km to
3,500km on average (-17 per cent
decrease). Since Dawei is connected
to ASEAN highway system, ASEAN
member countries could use the port
as a potential trading hub distributing
goods and products from and to
the Indian Ocean, the Middle East,
Europe and Africa. In particular,
Thailand can attract foreign investors
to establish factories, warehouses,
or distribution centres because its
location is geographically at the centre
of GMS, which can significantly cut
transportation costs.
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Making it add up where it
counts: freight cost control.
Paper is patient, controllers aren’t.
And that’s how it should be. Freight
invoice control can be automated. In
fact, it should be. Don’t lose time or
miss out on catching discrepancies.
Happy controllers.

But, how can a paper invoice be
checked electronically? Freight invoice
scanning or electronic invoicing, it all
works. Or, switch to credit notes and
avoid it all together. Good deal.

Three Paths to Efficient
Freight Invoice Auditing

It doesn’t stop with the invoice. Where
are the freight costs booked once the
charges are paid? Electronic rules
provide automatic re-allocation to
business units, departments, cost
centres, etc. All sorted.

Download free white paper at
www.aeb.com.sg/freight

Of course, that’s not all. What else? Find out at www.aeb.com.sg/freight – or call us.

Software, consultancy and services for global trade and supply chain management
www.aeb.com.sg | info@aeb.com.sg | or call +65 63379300
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High dEMAND
FOR WAREHOUSING
SPACE IN INDIA
By Anshuman Magazine, Chairman & Managing Director, CBRE South Asia

Logistics Space Uptake by Online Retailers Rose by More than
Seven Times Over 2013
• Demand for warehousing space—termed as fulfilment centres—is
estimated to touch almost 3-4 million sq. ft. by the end of 2015; a
growth of more than 100 per cent year-on-year
• Transactions worth more than 3.5 million sq. ft. of office space either
closed or in various stages of negotiation by leading e-tailers by the
end of 2014; a growth of more than 400 per cent year-on-year
• Bangalore, Chennai, Gurgaon and Mumbai are amongst the most
preferred Tier I markets for e-tailers; for both office and warehousing
space

About the Author
With approximately 25 years industry
experience, out of which 20 years
have been in the real estate industry
in India, Anshuman has been involved
in some of the largest and most
prestigious advisory assignments in
the post liberalisation era in India. He
has played a leading role in assisting
a large number of multinational
corporations to establish their
operations in India, and has also been
a facilitator for large multi-million
dollar investments.

A

lmost 25 per cent of the total
warehousing/logistics
space
uptake across the country in
2014 was by e-retail players, while
the uptake of logistics space rose by
more than seven times over that of
2013. India’s online retail sector saw
exponential growth, as a number of
local market-specific services—such
as cash on delivery (COD), multiple
payment options, and EMI options—
assisted in developing the growth
curve of e-commerce in the country,
according to the findings of CBRE’s
latest special report, India Online
Retail Driving Realty.

The statistics of this report are proof
of the increase in infrastructure
development within India along with
industry-specific aspects, such as the
depth of internet penetration, and the
development of core infrastructure
such as highways and new
warehousing facilities. This is now
being supported further by the new
Government. While such macro level
changes will benefit e-retailing, the
momentum reported in the segment
over the past couple of years also calls
for a detailed regulatory framework to
drive it forward.
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Growth in the e-retail segment is likely
to stimulate demand for warehousing/
logistics space as well as commercial
office space. Funds — both off-shore
and domestic — have begun to gain
a foothold in the segment too. A
significant share of fresh foreign fund
inflow is expected to get channelised
into building warehouses, expanding
product
lines,
upgrading
and
expanding the supply chain, as well
as into possible acquisitions. The
year 2014 saw investments worth
more than US$2.2bn being raised by
e-retail majors in India.
The warehousing and logistics real
estate segment benefited immensely
from the expansion in e-commerce
over the last two years, with 2014
witnessing considerable traction
from leading players for leasing
large sized warehouses and storage
spaces in peripheral locations of key
cities. According to CBRE Research,
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the emerging retail segment took
up approximately 1.7 million sq. ft. of
warehousing space across Mumbai,
Chennai, Bangalore and the Delhi
National Capital Region in 2014.
The last couple of years also saw the
segment becoming a new addition to
the mix of major office space demand
drivers in India, as online retailers
increased their footprints for front-end
as well as back-end requirements.
By the end of 2014, approximately
3.5 million sq. ft. of office space had
either been leased or was in various
stages of negotiation by e-commerce
firms across the country — a growth
of more than 400 per cent year-onyear.

India’s
current
foreign
direct
investment (FDI) policy does not
allow for FDI in business-to-consumer
e-commerce, while 100 per cent FDI
is allowed in business-to-business
e-commerce. The department of
industrial policy (DIPP), however, has
been pushing the new government
to allow for increased foreign
participation in this segment.
Key e-commerce players have also
been observed to spread their wings
towards Tier II cities from their Tier I
hubs. Tier II and III cities and towns
in India are ripe for the picking, mainly
because of the relative absence of
organised retail in these markets.
Moreover, since the unorganised
retail sector cannot provide the large
product selection offered by big
organised retail chains, it represents
a large opportunity for online retailers
operating in the country.
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www.infolog.com.sg
Simplifying Logistics & Supply Chain

Simplify Your
Warehouse Operation
with Infolog WMS
Infolog WMS is an operation centric warehouse management system which manages and simplifies
Logistics and Distribution operation in wide range of industry such as FMCG/F&B, Chemical,
Pharmaceutical, Electronic, Fashion, e-commerce, Automotive, etc.

Contact Us Today for a Trial Account!
Singapore: Tel: +65 6276 4288 Email: info@infolog.com.sg
Indonesia: Tel: +62 21 2408 2888 EmaiL: info.indo@infolog.com.sg

Enable Every Possibility, Winning
in Asia Pacific
By Michael Olosky, Senior Corporate Vice President, Global Head of Innovation Adhesive Technologies, Henkel

A

About the Author
Michael Olosky has gained extensive
and international experiences across
the US, Europe and Asia Pacific in
the last 19 years at Henkel Adhesive
Technologies.
• In 1995, Michael joined Henkel in
the US
• In 2005, he moved to Dusseldorf,
Germany, working in different
functions of Adhesive Technologies
• 2007, he became the Global Head
of the Strategic Business Unit
Loctite and General Industry
• In 2008, Michael moved to Shanghai
and successfully managed the
regional Business Unit General
industry in Asia Pacific. He is also
member of the Henkel Adhesives
Executive Committee
• In 2012, he took on the role as
President of Henkel Asia Pacific
• Since 2013, Michael has taken over
the responsibility for the global
Advanced Research and Innovation
department of Henkel Adhesive
Technologies

dhesives are an unsung yet
critical component of the
manufacturing
assembly
process, especially in new materials
adoption
for
next
generation
technology. As a leader in this industry,
Henkel plays a key role in helping
bring innovative ideas to life whether
in China, Indonesia, Korea, Thailand,
or on a global basis. The global market
for adhesives, sealants and functional
coatings, worth approximately €60bn,
is a highly specialised and fragmented
industry with around 50 different
segments. The top 10 players in the
adhesives technology market make
up about 40 per cent of total market
share. Henkel, however, commands
more than €8bn out of the €60bn
market.
The Asia Pacific region is one of the
major drivers for Henkel’s overall
business. China, the world’s second
largest market for Henkel Adhesive
Technologies, and Southeast Asia,
another extremely important region
for our company, are forecast to
continue growth at a blistering pace.
The market for adhesives in AsiaPacific remains largely untapped and
will continue growing exponentially.
In 2013, Henkel demonstrated its
commitment to the Asia Pacific
region and, more specifically, the
Chinese market, when we opened
the world’s largest adhesives factory
in Shanghai. The Shanghai location of
our world-class €50m facility, known
as the “Dragon Plant,” underlines the
importance of the Asia-Pacific market
to Henkel, while responding to rising
demand for industrial adhesive
technologies throughout the entire
region.

Henkel has actively expanded its
investments in the Asia Pacific region,
including new facilities in Korea,
China and India. Our main adhesive
research facility for the region is
located in Shanghai, China and
provides new technologies to develop
customised products for markets
and customers throughout the Asia
Pacific region. Product development
centers are established in all major
Asia Pacific countries and work very
closely with our customers here to
develop products and solutions that
meet their specific needs. The Henkel
Display Centre in Shanghai, a research
laboratory focused on technologies
for handheld devices, screens and
displays, was opened in 2013, while
we also founded an innovation centre
in Pune, India the same year.
In 2014, our Innovation centre in
Seoul, Korea was launched. The
centre’s focus is on developing the
latest technologies through the
strategic partnership with technology
leading
companies,
providing
customised engineering solutions
for customers based in Korea, and
is one of seven new Henkel sites
around the world that have been
set up to provide rapid services and
support. The Henkel Korea Innovation
Center’s emphasis is on development
of lamination adhesives and structural
adhesives for the display and
mobile device industries, as well as
performance evaluation and process
implementation for these markets.
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Asia Pacific Megatrends
Underpin Business Growth
Thirty per cent of sales within
Henkel Adhesive Technologies come
from products that are less than
five years old. Close monitoring of
megatrends helps identify new areas
for research by pinpointing possible
incremental
improvements
of
existing technologies and identifying
disruptive technologies that can
transform an entire value chain and
create completely new markets.
So having a good handle on AsiaPacific megatrends is essential
to our business success. These
megatrends are primarily driven by
the rise of the middle class, needs
for energy efficiency, mobility and
communications.

Megatrend One: Rise of the
Middle Class
The rise of the middle class in Asia
Pacific brings unprecedented demand
for product quality, yet higher labour
costs, especially in the manufacturing
sector. Henkel Adhesive Technologies
provides tailor-made solutions to
answer demanding requirements
for products on the one hand and to
solve manufacturing challenges for
a wide variety of customers on the
other, enabling the process of change
from manual and labour intensive to
semi-automated, and eventually, fully
automated work, while delivering
high quality product performance.

Indonesia with its vast, affluent
middle-class market is critical in
terms of growth as it continues to
play a key role in Southeast Asia.
Henkel’s existing operations in
Indonesia have made it the market
leader for adhesive products, selling
to shoe producers and the packaging
and book-binding industries.
Producing one million pairs of shoes
per month requires 15,000 workers.
As labour costs rise, especially in
Asian countries like China, Thailand
and Indonesia, market leading global
sport shoe brands, and their contract
manufacturers, are experiencing the
need to tightly control production
costs, while meeting higher standards
in sustainability.
Housing and building requirements in
the Asia Pacific are significantly harder
to meet in terms of the materials,
design and quality. To create a cleaner
and healthier environment, Henkel
adhesive products help through not
releasing volatile organic substances
into the air, while not causing odours.
Moreover, Henkel solutions help cut
building energy costs.

Megatrend Two: Need
for Energy Efficiency and
Sustainability
Manufacturers are racing to deliver
higher quality with breakthrough
products to meet end-user demand,
while counteracting the drastically
increasing competition for energy
and raw materials. Companies are
also reducing their environmental
impact to meet legal requirements.
Manufacturers and enterprises in
Indonesia and Thailand, key members
of the ASEAN Economic Community
2015, are facing challenges producing
higher quality products in a more
efficient way that can compete with
other ASEAN markets.
The strategy for leadership in
end-user products will be won by
advances in materials. Adhesives
are a hidden industrial champion
enabling the adoption of a wide
range of special materials for future
technologies, especially for energy
efficient, renewable, mobile and
flexible applications in various enduser sectors.
In 2013, Henkel Indonesia once
again grew by double-digit to reach
a record high in net sales. This
positive development was primarily
contributed to by our Adhesive
Technologies business unit. Within the
adhesive business, the transport and
metal as well as the general industry
segments, delivered especially high
growth.
Lightweight car construction and
alternative energy adoption are two
desired directions for the automotive
industry to move in, especially
considering a single car contains
about 15 kilograms of adhesives.
In Thailand, Henkel is working with
about 80 direct customers - both
automotive companies and original
equipment manufacturers - and
delivers integrated solutions along
the entire automotive value chain
from press, body and paint shops
to assembly and repair operations.
Henkel Thailand is also working with
several automotive customers on
various innovative projects, such
as
alternative-energy
vehicles.
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players to manufacture flexible
displays, including curved smart
phones.
The increasing population in Asia
Pacific emerging markets further
drives demand for cars, other vehicles
and solutions for public transportation,
such as high-speed trains and aircraft.
Henkel solutions make trains quieter,
more rigid and more efficient while
we have been helping spur on the
aerospace industry for over 50 years.
Henkel Adhesive Technologies have
enabled trends in aircraft engineering
toward
lightweight
construction
through the use of lighter composite
materials based on carbon or glass
fiber.
Together with our customers, we are
developing solutions that will lead
to sustainable transportation. Using
Henkel’s
adhesive-technologies
solutions, customers can reduce their
manufacturing processing steps,
lower operating costs, achieve lighter,
more energy-efficient vehicles and
better automotive performance.
China has already advanced to
become the largest car market in
the world, with a rapidly expanding
domestic production base. The
country is also one of the major
producers of sports equipment and
electronic products. In these and
many other industries, adhesives
are being used more and more as
they make the products lighter and
enhance performance, while helping
to make production processes more
sustainable.
Korea and China are pioneering in
the LED, energy-efficient lighting
segment. Currently, Henkel provides
sealants and adhesives for LED
chip packages, conductive materials
and LED light products and thermal
adhesives, as well as thermal pads for
LED thermal dissipation. Moreover,
Henkel supplies innovative phasechanging material products which
are compatible with high-power LED
light products. Henkel’s high-quality
adhesives enhance LED lighting
products, while partnerships have
been established with many LED
manufacturers, mostly in China,
Taiwan, South Korea and Japan.

China is on the verge of a new era in
sustainable development. Many of
the country’s business leaders have
called for Chinese enterprises to learn
advanced concepts from successful
experiences
of
international
companies. Renowned for its
commitment to sustainable practices,
China has set a target to produce eight
per cent of its electricity from wind
energy by 2030. A single wind turbine
rotor-blade contains 500 kilograms of
adhesives, perhaps more, showing
that adhesives technology can
contribute greatly to the country’s
development, especially in terms of
energy efficiency.

Winning with our Asia Pacific
customers
Asia Pacific has great potential to grow
and lead development of the adhesive
technologies sector. Henkel, as a
group, has seen strong development
of 5.5 per cent in organic net sales
growth in the Asia Pacific region, with
double digit performance of China.
The company is confident that Henkel
Adhesive Technologies aims to play
and enable every possibility.

Megatrend Three: Accelerating
Mobility and Communications
Six out of every 10 phones have
Henkel Adhesive Technologies in
them.
The Asia Pacific region is regarded
as a hub for technology development
and manufacturing, especially in
consumer electronics, but also for
the automotive industry. Without
a doubt, China and Korea are two
leading markets that shine in the
region. There is a solid and increasing
demand
for
mobile
phones,
handheld devices, displays, lighting
and wearable technologies. These
industry segments are expected
to be driving forces for adhesive
technologies. In the near future,
Henkel will partner with key industry
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Asia’s changing
trade landscape
A Commentary
By David L. Cunningham Jr., Chief Operating Officer and President, International FedEx Express

O

ver the last 20 years, trade
in the Asia Pacific region has
undergone dramatic changes,
but this is just the tip of the iceberg:
in fact, the trade revolution in Asia is
just warming up.
I first came to Asia 20 years ago, at
a time when FedEx was fueled by
electronics. Trade was all about the
so-called “Asian tiger” economies –
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and
South Korea.
The first, mass-produced PCs were
growing in popularity, while “personal
communicators” – dubbed “bricks”
due their size and weight – were
starting to take off, and supply chains
were growing ever more complex.

About the Author
David L. Cunningham, Jr. is Chief
Operating
Officer
(COO)
and
President, International, for FedEx
Express.
He leads all customer-facing aspects
of the company’s US operations and
its international business, spanning
more than 220 countries and
territories across the globe. He also
oversees FedEx Trade Networks and
FedEx SupplyChain.

Back then, it was big multinationals
who were driving export growth and
trade out of Asia. At FedEx, we were
quite literally “running in front of the
parade” by helping to transport their
revolutionary products to market.
Fast forward to 2015 and there are
some things that do not change.

Now, as then, the kind of freight that
we move today broadly reflects the
macroeconomic trends that have
driven our growth.
We are still running in the forefront of
the biggest trends in the world – the
digital revolution, the globalisation
of trade, the development of the
Internet and e-commerce. We are still
shipping a high volume of technology
products. According to industry
estimates, anywhere between 1825 per cent of the entire air freight
business is now composed of
electronics in the broadest sense,
although it is now centred on product
launches and new devices.
Yet take a closer look and there is
much more to it. The contents on our
planes are as diverse as the markets
we serve – they now include a huge
amount of luxury goods, e-commerce,
or aerospace goods. In addition,
there are now more healthcare and
pharmaceutical shipments than ever
before – clinical trial samples, biotech
and medical devices.

David directs the company’s efforts
to open markets, improve customs
procedures, and support international
economic policy reforms around the
world.
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Another key change over the last two
decades has been the emergence of
new players. Small business now has
more global clout, and the power of
the individual is growing. Even the
electronics and high-tech sectors are
no longer dominated by the larger
firms, with many smaller companies
increasingly gaining a foothold.
Change is even more apparent when
it comes to the ways in which global
transportation has been transformed.
Because we transport by air, land and
sea, we bear witness to the global
trends that affect our industry. What
we are seeing is a shift in transport
modes, an evolution of our industry
in which air express and air cargo are
just one player.
Ocean freight is also an increasingly
important part of a shipper’s overall
equation, with large commodity
consignments often going by sea,
while dedicated express networks
capture more urgent, lightweight
shipments.
The economic centres of gravity are
shifting too. In Asia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Vietnam and, of course,
China are leading the charge, among
other economies in the region.
According to the World Bank, East
Asia and the Pacific maintained their
position as the world’s growth engine
in 2013, accounting for 40 per cent
of the increase in global output. With
regional trade intensifying, it is easy
to see how the Asia Pacific region is
becoming one of the driving forces of
the global economy.
Some of the changes in Asia’s trading
landscape are relatively recent. China
has evolved into the world’s biggest
exporter, for example. Today, the
country is a “mega trader” on the
world scene, and a driving force in
world trade.
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However, what may people overlook
in this realignment of global trade is
the interplay, and the interconnection
between all countries, not just major
economies. Manufacturing today
requires a very sophisticated supply
chain, in which hundreds of critical
parts are spread across suppliers,
often not just in several countries in
Asia, but several continents.
Take the now-ubiquitous smartphone
as a prime example. It might be
designed in California, with parts
made in Taiwan, assembled in China,
shipped through Singapore, loaded
with apps from Korea, and sold in
Indonesia.

Yet what is most interesting is the
question of where we will be in
another five to 10 years from now.
In many ways, Asia is just getting
started. Who will emerge as the
“tigers of tomorrow” in Asian trade?
Extremely
rapid
technological
innovation is enabling a smart trading
world. In the modern era, the winners
will be those who can adapt best and
fastest to new technology – a world
in which efficiency and innovation
fuse to enable fully optimised, highly
sophisticated global supply chains.
That is why my money is on the
“tigers”. Whether they are economies
or businesses, they are the most
agile in capitalising on this changing
landscape. Most of these changes
are yet to come.

More Heavy Lifting Ahead
A Commentary
By Justin Archard, Managing Director, Asia Pacific & Oceania, SAL Heavy Lift Singapore Pte Ltd

O

wners are due a break – but
I do not think it will come in
2015.

Cargo volume increases seen in 2014
are seen by most owners as the start
of trend growth and 2015 for some
time has pointed to better utilisation
factors across MPV/Project carrier
fleets. That said, it is hard to say
whether or not the oil price shock will
have a sting in its tail. The oil and gas
industry is laying off people across
the board – staff and contractors alike.
Project deferments have started.
Downgrading of global growth by
the various financial agencies of the
world has, in most of 2014, been a
regular feature of their commentary.
Today, they are saying that the oil
price correction may be the fillip that
has been needed to ignite growth.
Whatever the truth, uncertainty
remains as the only constant and
will in my view continue to dampen
investment in capital projects and
ships in the MPV/Project carrier
segment.

Oversupply has been a considerable
factor in this segment for some time.
Year 2015, with its uncertainties,
is unlikely to be a catalyst year for
significant newbuild orders, which is
a good thing.
A further difficulty that shipowners
face will be in freight rates. As cargo
volumes have trended upwards, the
fall in the oil price has meant lower
bunker costs for owners. This has
brought a welcome margin against
current market freight rates. However,
unwelcome is the pressure to return
this to charterers in the form of lower
freight rates and those in the chase
for volume are ready to negotiate
with it.
So it is entirely possible that if the
bunker rates stay in the same general
area for a sustained period, freight
rates will certainly flatline, possibly
even fall even as cargo volumes
increase.
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Year 2015 should see further M&A
activity, particularly with owners who
are generally trampers in nature and
with smaller fleets. Recent years
have seen a marked increase in
fleet size among the project carriers.
When price and position are the key
attributes to working spot markets,
smaller fleets are particularly a
disadvantage. Continuing low freight
rates will eventually persuade some
– either of their own volition or
coerced by the banks – to find pooling
partners to maximise the potential of
their vessels.

pure play heavy lifts are forecast for
2015 and owners will find themselves
having to take work for these vessels
that they were not necessarily
designed for.

At the very top end of heavy lift,
three new ships will be present in the
market. Even as few in numbers as
this presents a measureable shift in
the supply and demand principal. Few

I think in 2015, the fleets that remain
focused on their core business, and
manage costs yet remain flexible will
ride out what I believe will be the last
of the difficult years.

That said, it is not all bad news.
Sentiment is lifting and this forms
a driver in its own right. Technical
project work will continue as pure play
heavy lift vessels extend their range
of abilities utilising their capacities
and operating structures onshore
to develop techniques in diversified
markets.

About the Author
Following completion of school, Justin spent a period of 10 years competing on
national/ international Windsurfing circuit. In 1995, Justin returned to education
at Solent University and read for a BSc. (Hons) in Shipping Operations.
During this period, he started working as a shipbuilder at Yarmouth Shipping
which specialised in the sale and purchase of tugs and barges as well as placing
towage contracts. In 2000, Justin moved to Rotterdam, Netherlands to take up
a chartering position with Jumbo Shipping, the heavy lift carrier and in 2002,
he moved to Singapore to manage Jumbo’s regional office. Late in 2011 Justin
accepted a new challenge with SAL Heavy Lift as the Managing Director for their
Singapore office.
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DHL COMMENTARY ON LOGISTICS
SECTOR 2014 SUMMARY & 2015
PREDICTIONS
By Herbert Vongpusanachai, Senior Vice President & Managing Director, DHL Express Singapore

What are the top three biggest
developments observed in the
Singapore logistics sector in
2014?

T

wo of the biggest developments
we have seen in 2014 are the
rise of e-commerce and the
Internet of Things (IoT).
According to DHL’s Global E-Tailing
2025 report, e-commerce around
the globe could comprise of 40 per
cent of overall trading volume in
developed countries and up to 30 per
cent in emerging markets by 2025.
In Asia Pacific, e-commerce sales
was forecasted to reach US$525bn,
with sales in Singapore expected
to hit US$3bn at the end of 2014. A
global phenomena with the potential
for enormous growth, e-commerce
has been one of the driving forces of
cross-border trade. This development
has not only translated into greater
shipping volume, but also created a
need for logistics operations to cater
to low quantity but high frequency
shipping patterns of these online
consumers.
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The global IoT market is forecasted
to grow by more than US$5tr over
the next six years. The IoT trend is
starting, and will continue, to disrupt
the way people thinking about
logistics. A thirty-fold increase in
Internet-connected physical devices
by the year 2020 is projected to
“significantly alter how the supply
chain operates. This revolution
will allow the industry to enhance
solutions by intelligently connecting
people, processes, data and things
via devices and sensors.

What are the top business
focuses among the logistics
companies, including DHL, in
2014/2015?
Although the strategies of different
logistics companies vary, we believe
there is one common focus – that is
to address the rapid proliferation of
e-commerce. As the Internet is fast
becoming a borderless marketplace
for online shoppers, logistics players
will not only need to offer a suite of
services designed to help retailers
take full advantage of this trend
but also deliver fast and convenient
shipping options for the consumers.
Besides
e-commerce,
logistics
players in Singapore will also need
to focus their strategies on SMEs –
which forms 99 per cent of enterprises
– and better support their plans to
expand their business internationally.
In order for SMEs to successfully find
their foothold overseas, it is essential
to have the support of a wellestablished network in their target
markets. By collaborating with SMEs
more closely, DHL Express which has

a global reach of 120,000 destinations
in more than 220 countries and
territories, will be able to help SMEs
reach their desired buyers more
efficiently and effectively.
Named the top logistics hub in 2014
by the World Bank, Singapore’s
strategic location at the node of
major shipping lanes has made it
a critical facilitator for world trade
today. As the Southeast Asia markets
continue to develop, logistics players
including DHL Express should also
focus on their capacity and capability
development in order to fully leverage
the growth opportunities.

What are the top challenges
faced by the logistics sector in
2014? How do you see these
challenges will evolve in 2015?
Consumer demands
While logistics is the biggest challenge
in e-commerce, it is also the key
differentiator if it is done right. There
will be a growing demand among
online shoppers for more flexibility
to select their preferred time and
place for delivery, especially for the
younger generation who usually lead
an on-the-move lifestyle. In addition,
same-day delivery has the potential to
become a significant differentiator for
retailers and also raise the barriers to
entry to the e-commerce industry.
Green practices
Businesses and consumers will
be even more environmentallyconscious and aware of the social
responsibilities that they need to fulfill
when they are conducting business,
or as a consumer, they would also like
to purchase from socially-responsible
businesses. This will lead to the
adoption of more environmental
protection programs, such as DHL’s
GoGreen agenda, a global program
that is integrated deeply in DHL’s
corporate strategy. By incorporating
our desire to protect the environment
into our company’s DNA, we are
able to drive more impactful and
sustainable green initiatives internally
and externally.

What are the new trends you
expect to see in the logistics
sector in 2015?
Reduction
in
cross-border
regulations, elimination of tariffs and
freer movement of goods are just
some of the benefits that the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) will bring
in 2015. This will create a conducive
environment for SMEs in Singapore
to expand their footprint overseas.
At the same time, with open
borders, AEC will stimulate trade and
commerce across Southeast Asia
through better logistics capabilities,
and further fuel the growth of
e-commerce. Companies like Amazon
and online retailer ASOS already
count Southeast Asian countries like
Singapore, Thailand, and Indonesia as
their fastest growing markets in Asia.
As fast-growing countries such
as Myanmar, Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia open up their economies in
the wake of AEC, they will be looking
to leverage Singapore’s technological
maturity to scale up their high-value
industries – including biomedical,
aerospace and maritime. With
intimate knowledge of these verticals
and effective logistics support, we
will enable our SMEs to become
successful first movers and capture
the most strategic opportunities in
these sectors.
However, companies in Singapore
should not overlook the growing
importance of large neighbouring
countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia
and Thailand as these are still high
growth markets that hold much
untapped potential for our local SMEs.

About the Author
Herbert Vongpusanachai is the
Senior Vice President & Managing
Director of DHL Express Singapore,
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Asia Pacific Management Board. As
Managing Director of DHL Express
Singapore, Herbert is responsible for
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Express’ operations in Singapore
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customers.
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Unraveling
the Value Chain

T

he market for supply chain management software continues to expand,
highlighting the importance of software in today’s supply chains. Looking
forward, Gartner is predicting a compound annual growth rate for SCM software
excluding procurement of 9.9 per cent for the next 4 years, reaching $9.8bn in 2018.
Regardless of changing economic conditions, Mr Kris Kosmala, Vice President,
APAC at Quintiq, believes that the SCM software industry will continue to soar. In
an interview with Supply Chain Asia, Mr Kosmala discusses Quintiq’s growth and
upcoming challenges faced by the industry.
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Can you share with our readers
your experience in the supply
chain industry?

What is your take on the
talent pool in Asia Pacific?
Is it sufficient to support the
region’s industry growth?

I have spent over 20 years working
in
advisory
and
technology
implementation
roles
to
help
companies to revamp their supply
chain operations. Although my
primary focus is based on a variety of
manufacturing industries, I have also
gained broad experiences working
with transportation and logistics
companies, as well as oil and gas
companies.

This is very sensitive point in my view.
I think the opportunities available for
those pursuing careers in supply chain
operations are often limited, which
can be quite demotivating. Education
focused on supply chain produces
only functional experts, while what
the industry truly needs is a crossfunctional education curriculum,
similar to the MBA programmes.

What makes Quintiq’s solutions
unique from other software in
the market?
What is different about us is we
are driven to advise on process
improvements while developing
software that does not only provide
a set of features and functions, but
is also highly configurable to meet
a variety of planning and scheduling
problems. That is something that
typical ERP solutions do not allow.
For companies that require customdeveloped solutions, building them
from scratch are likely to be too costly.

Despite the volatile global
economy, Quintiq achieved
26 per cent revenue growth in
2013. What were the company’s
forecasts for 2014? Is Quintiq
expected to hit the target?
The
future
of
mathematical
optimisation solutions in planning and
scheduling is not related to the state
of the economies.
In downturns, companies have to
achieve more in their operations by
cutting costs and optimising factors
of production. In upturns, companies
must scale up using their existing
factors of production ahead of time
when the newly constructed capacity
is brought online. As a result, both
trends create endless opportunities
for solutions providers like Quintiq.
Therefore, I believe that Quintiq will
continue to grow irrespective of the
economic trends.
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For example, inventory management
can be simply executed, or it can
be optimised. But to implement
optimised inventory management,
the supply chain professional needs
to understand not only the operational
aspects of the whole value chain
executed by their businesses, but
also the financial implications on the
enterprise KPIs.

What are the challenges of
the supply chain software
experts in the next five years?
(e.g. providing more accurate
forecasts, keeping the prices
low for clients)
We are still encountering situations in
which supply chain operations suffer
as they are seen as cost centres
instead of revenue influencers. This is
a basic misunderstanding.
Additionally, supply chain operators
sometimes only focus on the
inflow of supplies into inventories
without seeing their work as an
integrated operation that includes
demand capture, supply certainty,
production optimisation and logistics
of distribution and delivery. Quintiq
exposes this fallacy of supply chain
as only an inventory optimisation
process. While supply chain can have
its own individual set of objectives
and KPIs, it is not possible to ignore
the impacts the operations can have
on the performance of the entire
business.

Return on Equity, Return on Capital,
and Return on Assets results are
not only domain of the CFOs. They
need to be understood on the supply
chain level. But the supply chain
education is aimed at understanding
and improving the supply chain
operations, not the value chain.
When we speak to supply chain
teams, many become amazed at
how supply chain planning and
optimisation software can drive
planning decisions using enterprise
as well as departmental KPIs up
and down the value chain. However,
some continue to believe that these
solutions are too sophisticated for
their planning processes. They miss
the opportunity to make a much larger
stand for their business, a stand that
would put supply chain at the front
and centre of the business, instead
of remaining as a steady manager of
supplies.

What is the most important
quality you look for when
interviewing job candidates for
Quintiq?
I believe this is related to my earlier
comments on the pool of talent in
Asia. We are greatly affected by
what is happening and what the
educational systems throughout Asia
are producing.
In graduates, we are looking for a
mix of skills in applied mathematics,
operations research and computer
science. They should also have the
ability to learn about the business
they are about to model using
mathematics. In the advisory and
delivery area, we are looking for
individuals with a mix of broader
business sense and operations
experience combined with an ability
to formulate business problems as a
mathematical puzzle.
Having one or the other, but not both
is what hampers our growth. Demand
for our people is far greater than the
supply of candidates at both graduate
and professional levels.

Quintiq is using a gamified
recruitment
tool
called
ComBUStion to shortlist the
best talent in the industry. How
effective is the tool so far?
It allows us to quickly select the best
candidates for the demands of work
at Quintiq. So far, the tool proved
itself a reasonable predictor of future
performance when assessing fresh
graduates.
However, we test differently at the
professional level. We use case
studies, an approach similar to that
of hiring MBA graduates, to assess
skills offered by the candidates. Here,
the skills need to be tied together by
the candidate – the level of analytical
thinking has to be accompanied by a
healthy dose of imagination – and last
but not least, their ability to present
a convincing case plays cardinal
importance.

Clients are often wary of whether
technology has the capability to
replace decades of accumulated
experiences
in
supply
chain
operations. Thus, Quintiq employees
must be confident of presenting new
ways of planning and execution while
exhibiting critical analytical thinking.

But the long-term strategy of my
company still has to be fulfilled.
That sometimes means taking
hard decisions without appearing
autocratic, even if not everyone
completely agrees with those
decisions.

Tell us about your leadership
style.

What are Quintiq’s plans for the
Asia Pacific region in the next
five to 10 years?

My leadership style is really the
embodiment of our values at Quintiq:
being inclusive, empowering our
employees with flexibility in decisionmaking, allowing room for errors, and
stressing teamwork above everything
else. I am definitely not supportive of
“that is not my job” attitude.

In summary, we are focused on
relentless growth. In 2014, we have
experienced rapid downturn in the
largest economies. In addition,
companies operating in Asia showed
that they are not immune to global
trends, whether in terms of domestic
or international trades.

In addition, I strive to support others’
advancement when they show
initiative and to coach when they do
not. Setting an example how things
can be accomplished better from a
different angle is my signature style.
Although I admit that my style is not
100 per cent perfect all the time,
Quintiq encourages constructive
criticisms. I accept feedbacks about
my leadership style and try to adjust
it to ensure that my team performs
the best it can.

This makes it even more crucial for
the industry to adjust and rationalise
their resources in order to achieve
their business objectives. That means
having a more sophisticated planning
process with high quality execution,
which is the type of solutions Quintiq
offers.

Tell us about yourself. What do
you do for leisure?
Working in the field of high technology,
one needs to decompress fast and
mobilise even faster. As such, I am a
big fan of adrenaline rushing sports.
That means competitive sailing, rock
climbing, skiing, or horseback riding.
At the same time, however, I will
not refuse a game of tennis. I also
enjoy the simple pleasure of hanging
out at the beach, or spending
hours browsing art at galleries and
museums. Each of these activities
can be easily found in Asia. It is a true
playground for any mindset.
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Building a Splash for
the Future

S

OHAR Port recently celebrated the arrival of the record-breaking
2,000th vessel to call at the Batinah port in 2014. It was the first time
that the landmark figured has officially been reached in a year, and
came ahead of the start of the New Year. Sitting at the centre of global trade
routes between Europe and Asia, the port, which is a 50:50 joint venture
between the Port of Rotterdam and the Sultanate of Oman, is also touted
to emerge as the region’s preferred port due to its strategic location and
infrastructure development.
In light of the port’s recent achievements and encouraging developments,
Mr Andre Toet, CEO of SOHAR Port, is positive of the company’s future
as well as the industry’s outlook in 2015. In an interview with Supply Chain
Asia, Mr Toet shares how far SOHAR Port has developed, and what the
future holds for sea freight industry.
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In your opinion, what is the outlook
of the sea freight industry in Asia
for 2015?
According to maritime research
specialists
Drewry
Shipping
Consultants, the forecast for AsiaNorth Europe trade lanes is expected
to grow by 3.5 per cent in 2015.
Globally, growth in container shipping
volumes is also projected to be 5.5
per cent across major trade lanes.
This is positive news for SOHAR,
which sits at the meeting point
between East and West and benefits
from a range of incentives that are
behind exceptional growth. Cargo has
reached close to 50 million tonnes,
and the new container terminal offers
a total capacity of 1.5 million TEUs.
Our presence in the Asian market
is expanding, as it has been doing
elsewhere. In addition to the Far East,
trade with Latin America is something
we are excited about after Port of
Rotterdam entered into an agreement
with a new greenfield development
called Porto Central.
SOHAR Port recently received its
2,000th vessel call in 2014. What
is the next record SOHAR aims to
break in 2015?
We have been close to achieving
this landmark in previous years but
to have received 2,000 vessels in a
calendar year is a fantastic milestone
and one we certainly plan to build on.
Ten years ago, we had just 42 ships,
but it is not just about the numbers.
We also welcomed the first
10,000 TEUs ship to call, so the
transformation is not only happening
quickly but is also taking place in a
way that will assist our transition
from a feeder port to a regional hub.
This is the ultimate aim; our draft is
deep enough to welcome the world’s
largest ships and when new ground
handling equipment is installed as
part of ongoing expansion of the
container terminal to 4.5 million TEUs
by 2019, we will be in a position to
service them – taking us closer to this
goal.
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SOHAR Port suffered a cargo
gridlock last September. What
are the measures put in place to
prevent this from occurring again
in the future?
While not ideal, the congestion
caused by the long Eid holiday and an
unprecedented 40 per cent upsurge
in empty containers arriving during
the relocation of traffic from Muscat.
It was an important lesson in terms
of responding to things that could not
really have been foreseen. It provided
an opportunity to see the entire port
community work to normalise the
supply chain, which was undertaken
admirably by all parties involved.
Insights that could not have
otherwise been gained have been put
in place to minimise the risk of things
escalating in the future. In the shortterm, this meant bringing in additional
staff and equipment and adjusting
working hours to clear the backlog
of containers. In the long-term, a
number of automated systems that
are in various stages of delivery are
one of the ways we are safeguarding
future performance and efficiency.

How important is technology
innovation when it comes to
improving efficiency in a sea port?
Can you share an example of a
high-technology equipment at
SOHAR Port?
Technology,
and
especially
automation, is an important feature of
any modern port and Freezone. It is also
something that requires integration
with physical infrastructure. Last year,
we announced an agreement with
Belgian software developer Phaeros
to replace existing systems with the
latest electronic port management
and invoicing application systems.
‘Harbour View’ and ‘BillSys’. Harbour
View Plus will link to automatic
identification systems, while BillSys
will also streamline invoicing at the
cargo terminals, where billing is
considered one of the more difficult
processes in the industry due to the
complexity of contracts, number of
different charges, and availability of
data. This year, there are also plans to
install several new features aimed at
further increasing efficiency.

With
the
upcoming
Gulf
Cooperation
Council
(GCC)
Railway, the region is transforming
into a logistics paradise. How do
you foresee the region will be
like (in terms of supply chain and
logistics industry) in 2020?
In many ways, air, road, and sea
transportation in the Middle East are
on a par with the rest of the world, but
rail is one thing that has so far evaded
the region. Around US$250bn has
been allocated for 67,000km of new
lines, which includes the Gulf Railway.
Once completed, this network will
mean business in the Middle East
have access to more railway lines
than current-day Germany, Brazil, and
India. As this rail network grows, the
value created by transporting cargo
by rail will grow exponentially, and will
power the logistics market.
In Oman, this is already valued at
US$8bn, and is expected to grow
to US$12bn by 2017. Rail has the
additional benefit of increasing
efficiency and reliability, improving
road traffic management, increasing
transit volumes and cutting costs, and
reducing the pressure placed on the
environment by growth.

Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for the
immediate future of supply chain
and logistics in the Middle East?
At the moment, the outlook is very
positive for the region. A second
construction boom in UAE and the
consumer markets of both UAE
and Saudi Arabia are driving growth
in imports and exports across the
region.
Forecasts remain positive despite
the dip in global oil prices, and we
are preparing for sustained growth as
more and more businesses recognise
the cost benefits of our position
outside the Strait of Hormuz and
the excellent environment we are
creating for businesses at SOHAR.
This includes access to respective
Free Trade Agreements between
Oman and the US and Singapore,
as well as 100 per cent foreign
ownership and up to a 25-year tax
holiday. Membership at the Oman
American Business Council doubled
last year, and ties with Singapore
have been strengthened.

Having a modern infrastructure is
one step to creating a favourable
environment for the growth of the
industry. It is also important to
have the right manpower in place.
In your opinion, does the Middle
East have sufficient talent pool
for the supply chain and logistics
industry? Why or why not?
There is a strong talent pool for the
supply chain and logistics industry
in the Middle East. For example,
each year 85 per cent of students
graduating
from
International
Maritime College Oman are securing
industry leading training programmes
with some of the world’s top shipping
companies.
Obviously for things like rail, there
will be a need to develop a skilled
workforce complete with drivers,
locomotive and railroad engineers,
station masters, train dispatchers,
signalmen, and other important
functions within the industry. This
is where partnerships play a crucial
role and where SOHAR has a distinct
advantage through its partnership
with Port of Rotterdam.
An MOU between Oxford University
and Sohar University is also facilitating
the development of high quality
research and postgraduate education,
creating employment opportunities
and contributing to both economic
and social development in Oman.
If you have to sum it up in one
sentence, what is the legacy
you wish to leave behind for the
industry?
A world-class trading post with a
solid foundation, robust downstream
industries, and room for further
growth – that is what I came here for.
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Are you Ready
For Warehouse
Automation?
By João Oliveira e Sousa, Managing Director, Efacec Singapore

W

ith external factors such
as rising labour costs,
rapid
technological
advancements, and increasing global
market
demand,
manufacturing
companies are now more open to
adopting warehouse automation
technologies in order to better cope
with competition. Where warehouses
are
concerned,
manufacturers’
awareness of new logistics handling
technologies such as Automated
Storage and Retrieval Systems
(ASRS) is on the rise, and many are
increasingly adopting automation to
assist with efficiency and productivity
for their storage and dispatch
operations.
Companies
successful
with
integrating automation in warehouses
have reported higher levels of logistics
accuracy, increased efficiency and
productivity, and greater employee
satisfaction. The benefits of an
automated warehouse far exceed
that of a manual warehouse. Many
companies who have adopted
automation attest to the fact that
improved speed, elimination of
human errors, and a reduced reliance
on labour, can all be achieved by
incorporating some degree of
automation into their warehouses.

Think Again
Attractive and simple as it may all
sound, deciding on when and how
to adopt automation for a warehouse
can be a complicated task – and
not one to be taken lightly. Various
aspects of a business need to be
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carefully reviewed before determining
whether automation is the right fit.
For any manufacturer looking to
enjoy the benefits of warehouse
automation, here are five factors to
consider before a commitment is
made. These five factors are: existing
floor plan and space, availability
of operation data, delivery and
transportation, warehouse safety
factors, and investment budget.

Existing Floor Plan And
Warehouse Space
Companies thinking of adopting
warehouse automation should first
assess their available floor plan and
space. Careful planning is crucial,
to ensure that the warehouse can
integrate new functions easily in
the future. Companies should aim
to maximise their cube-wise space
– length, width, and height – to fully
optimise the warehouse for efficient
material handling, order picking and
storage processes, accommodating
personnel movement and handling
of equipment, such as Automated
Guided Vehicles (AGV).
Another important consideration is
the location of the warehouse site.
Warehouses located in countries
with high seismic activity, such as
Indonesia and Japan, typically have
height restrictions to follow. Other
considerations for safe operation
include floor flatness, loading weight,
and levelness of the warehouse
structure. Companies that begin with
these planning considerations will

be well poised to enjoy smoother
implementation of their automated
warehouse.

Availability Of Operation Data
Once it has been determined that a
space and its location are suitable for
an automated warehouse, operation
data then needs to be carefully
collected and considered. This refers
to not just actual facility throughput,
but also to information on warehouse
structure requirements such as
loading and levelness, precision data
on floor flatness, and even weather
information as it relates to possible
impact on warehouse structure
durability.
When assembling such operation
data, companies should include
detailed product specifications such
as weight, dimensions, sizes, and
even stock keeping units (SKU).
This will help to identify the type of
warehouse structure that is required.
Throughput data such as number
of pallet movements and picking
requirements, including order, case,
or piece picking, are also needed to
help companies make an informed
choice about the type of automated
logistics that they want to incorporate.

Additionally, the warehouse model
is an essential factor. Companies
need to determine if the warehouse
is meant to function as a distribution
hub, or simply for basic storage
purposes. Assessing information on
the current mode of loading (e.g.
pallets, boxes, containers, or push
carts) is another key factor that will
allow companies to better estimate
the degree of automated logistics that
they will need to implement. Finally,
the type of product (e.g. hazardous,
corrosive, anti-static, etc.) and their
corresponding storage requirements
in terms of temperature, for example,
are also important operation data
that will need to be captured and
considered.

Delivery And Transportation
A typical warehouse, automated or
not, needs to properly accommodate
delivery and transportation needs.
In planning for a well-automated
warehouse, companies will do well
to consider how loading docks, and
truck and car parking spaces need
to be planned out to maximise the
benefits of automation. The smooth
flow of materials moving out of the
facility needs to be emphasised here.
Efficient automated warehouses
should reflect a layout that facilitates
movement well and makes the entire
process a breeze.

that the warehouse facility is fully
fitted with working fire alarms, up-todate fire fighting equipment, detailed
escape routes, and emergency
exits, is essential. In many cases, it
is necessary to re-examine safety
needs and priorities with the addition
of automated systems because the
new and different processes can alter
the safety conditions in a warehouse
facility quite significantly.
Some other safety factors that
companies can review may include
changing worn-out exit and hazardwarning signage, layering on nonslip surface treatment for floors, and
installing security systems, such
as closed-circuit television (CCTV).
Companies that implement up-todate warehouse safety features and
conduct regular safety assessments
and proper safety training for staff will
be more assured of creating a safe
haven within the automated storage
and dispatch facility.

Regardless of a company’s choice
in storage procedures - be it just-intime (JIT) or just-in-case (JIC) storage
systems, it is important for companies
to understand the storage model of a
warehouse, and incorporate relevant
handling techniques so that the
delivery and transportation process
will benefit from more seamless
operation
without
unnecessary
interference.

Warehouse Safety Factors
Arguably one of the most important
factors in any warehouse, safety is no
less important when switching from
manual to automated warehousing
systems. A basic safety criterion for all
warehouses is to have fire protection
capacity. For companies that are
considering automation, ensuring
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Automation Investment Budget
Although it is common and tempting
for companies to look at budget
as the first consideration towards
automation,
manufacturers
are
advised to evaluate the above four
factors before determining the
investment amount for an automated
warehousing system. Doing so will
ensure that all the necessary elements
of an automated warehouse system
are fairly assessed and not overlooked
simply because of budget constraints.
This will facilitate a longer-term
approach and view of automation that
will work to bring maximum benefit to
the manufacturer.
Automated logistics suppliers are
able to help with not just warehouse
design planning, but can assist
with budget planning, and return
on investment (ROI) projections as
well. Companies looking to automate
warehousing logistics can then
evaluate their capital investment
against projected returns in terms of
the system durability, cost and energy
savings in the long term, and even
the possibility of reducing manpower.
This approach lends to a more holistic
understanding of whether automated
warehousing for any given facility is
worth investing in.

Ready For Success
As outlined above, companies
wanting to successfully incorporate
some degree of automation in their
warehousing operations have several
factors to consider. Depending on
the needs and priorities of each
company, these five pointers may
vary in importance, but they reflect
the general considerations that most
companies should cover before
investing in an automated warehouse
system. Manufacturers looking for the

right warehousing solutions should
seek out experienced warehouse
system partners, and work closely
with them to adopt a structured
assessment approach to determine
whether warehousing automation
is the right fit. In the competitive
manufacturing environment of today,
the right choice in an automated
warehouse solution and supplier
can go a long way, and may make
all the difference in achieving both
immediate and long-term success.

About the Author
João Oliveira e Sousa is the Managing Director of Efacec Singapore, and has
been with the Efacec Group since 1996. João started his career in sales and
marketing, and over the last 17 years, he has held various positions within
the Group. Responsible for spearheading various market initiatives over five
continents, João has an extensive background in the energy, automation,
business development and logistics sectors.
Since his appointment as Managing Director in 2008, João has helped to expand
Efacec’s business within the Singapore market, nurturing it to become the choice
logistics hub in Asia Pacific. He counts business development, restructuring,
joint ventures, client retention, policies implementation and cost control as his
areas of expertise.
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The Age of Allies
EVENTs

E

veryone knows the quote “Know your
enemies, know yourself” by Sun Zi
in his famous Art of War. In contrast,
equally world-renowned Admiral Zheng
He’s quote would have been “Know your
collaborators, know yourself”.
Known as a contemporary Christopher
Columbus, this famous explorer has
successfully commanded the Ming
dynasty’s fleet of immense trading while
navigating from China to many uncharted places throughout the South Pacific,
Indian Ocean, Taiwan, Persian Gulf and distant Africa.

This amazing feat is a testament of Zheng He’s leadership skills. At Supply
Chain Asia Leadership Forum 2015 on 15 January, Professor Hum Sin Hoon,
the Deputy Dean of the National University of Singapore Business School,
introduced a refreshing presentation of his book, Zheng He’s Art of Collaboration:
Understanding the Legendary Chinese Admiral from a Management Perspective.
In front of an audience of over 100, made up of professional leaders as well
as keen tertiary students, Professor Hum provided an interesting take on the
admiral’s operation strategies, management practices and mission philosophy.

The 4 Cs
In Singapore, the 4 Cs that everyone wants are “cars, credit cards, condominiums and cash” (many consider “country
clubs” as the fifth C) but in Zheng He’s management philosophy, none of his 4 Cs has anything to do with wealth.
“The commander’s 4 Cs are capability building, continuity, coordination and communication. These 4 Cs alone may not
necessarily guarantee effective leadership management, but no successful leadership management is possible without
these 4 Cs as its foundation,” explained Professor Hum.
By implementing capability building and coordination, the admiral took the time to build up his technical and human capital
resources. This included receiving the full backing of his boss, Emperor Yongle, who gave him blank scrolls stamped
with the imperial scroll so he could issue decrees whilst at sea. Communication is an obvious requirement to aim for
sustainable relationships and to cultivate trust, while continuity reinforces the point that no collaboration can be built
overnight. It takes consistent effort and purpose.

Zheng He’s Communication Strategy
•

Articulate intent - consciously state your purpose and keep objectives transparent

•

Practice generosity - be generous with your time, resources and knowledge (even gift-giving when appropriate)

•

Find win-win outcomes - the relationship will not be truly collaborative unless there is a win-win for all parties

•

Strive for sustainable relationships - evaluate what factors you can control that may damage the relationships you are
building

•

Cultivate trust - act with integrity and back up your words with your actions

Manage Your Love Life?
“Even when it comes to dating, you can take Zheng He’s advice to court the person that you have a crush on. You start with
stating your intention to the person that you like, you become generous with the person to show that you care, and when
are married, you work hard to develop win-win outcomes, adopt give-and-take attitude to ensure a sustainable relationship,
and never stop cultivating trust,” said the professor.
Just as successful personal relationships are not built on the art of war, it seemed Zheng He also believed businesses
should not be based on aggressive competition. In today’s market environment where the lines between competitors,
clients and partners are blurred, it makes more sense to focus on collaboration rather than war.
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2015 – A Yay or Nay for the Industry?
In the second part of the event, a panel discussion was held with the Individual
Awards winners of Supply Chain Asia Awards 2014. Mr Jaya Moorthi of HewlettPackard, Ms Roxane Desmicht of Infineon, Mr Travis Wong of Baker Hughes, and
Mr Dickon Yeo of NTUC GLS joined Supply Chain Asia Founder and President,
Mr Paul Lim, on the stage to discuss the upcoming trends of 2015.

Disruptive Technology of 2015
“The Internet of Things (IoT) will completely transform how things will be
run. IoT systems are starting to permeate many industry sectors, such as
manufacturing, retail, and hospitality, among others. As the technology becomes
more sophisticated, I think it will definitely rock the industry,” said Mr Jaya.
Estimated by Cisco to have a market value of US$14tr, it is obvious that a
technology of that magnitude will make quite an impact on the industry in one
way or another. Some companies have already hopped on the bandwagon to be
a part of IoT. For example, Samsung and GE are already manufacturing products
that use the IoT technology and, thanks to companies like Qualcomm, Intel,
and Texas Instruments, components that are used to make these products are
becoming increasingly not only less expensive, also more efficient.

Talent Requirement in 2015
“I am not sure if there will be a certain drastic trend this year, but I am definitely
seeing a substantial change in today’s job profiles. Like what Professor Hum has
mentioned, this is the time for collaboration, and we will only grow if we work
together. For example, why do we not consolidate shipment to reduce flight
usage? By filling the flight capacity to the maximum, we will save money and
time to get to our package delivered,” explained Ms Desmicht.
In addition, the rise of technology sophistication also requires a change in
job skills. Mr Yeo cited the example of self checkout counters at supermarket
stores. Cashiers are now processing less checkout payments, and are instead
complementing the technology in use by assisting customers are self checkout
counters. As retail work becomes more complicated, employees must be ready
to learn and meet the challenges head-on.

Employment Prospects for 2015
Mr Wong shared, “For someone working in the oil and gas industry, it has not
been a good period for us lately. We had a 60 per cent price drop in six months.
I expect more consolidation deals to happen soon, and some shake-ups will
likely happen.”
However, despite the current challenges of the oil & gas industry, it is expected
to rebound sooner or later. Ms Desmicht mentioned that it is “a cyclic industry
where we frequently bounce up and down”. With the last two years providing an
unexpectedly comfortable business environment, she sensed “2015 to be full
of uncertainty”.
The uncertain economy means that employees have to work harder to show
their worth to the company and to justify why they deserve a year-end bonus.
“If you helped the company to grow as fast as the market allowed, then you
deserved a bonus. If your company is not growing, then you must have at least
helped to cannibalise the competitors. That is how you justify that you deserve
a bonus,” highlighted Mr Jaya.
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NUS Dominates TSCC
The finals for the Supply Chain Competition (TSCC) was held in conjunction with SCA Leadership Forum. Out of the12
finalists, three teams emerged as the top winners, with two of them coming from the same varsity.

Champions NUS Cuatro
The crowning champions of TSCC have not only achieved a better understanding of managing business from the supply
chain aspect, but have also gained a newfound appreciation on the importance of logistics and procurement in a successful
business strategy.
“Even when our overall company revenue increased, our profit plunged greatly as our company incurred huge costs due
to large penalties incurred from the inability to support the service levels that we promised our clients. In other words,
logistics and supply chain need to be in place to retain sustainable profit for the company. This is done through efficient
and effective planning of production, procurement of raw materials and maintenance of sufficient stocks,” said Ms Tay Shu
Lin, a member of NUS Cuatro.
Despite the competition being more intense than the usual school projects they were used to, TSCC gave the participants
a great opportunity to understand the whole supply chain process, from sales to procurement, and offered a unique insight
of how each department needs to work with one another to grow the company.

1st Runner-up
NUS Analyst
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2nd Runner-up
RP MIC
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Retail, eCommerce, Logistics and Parcel Industries

Learn how to grow your
business across the region at
Last Mile Fulfilment Asia 2015
Key conference highlights:
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For Trade Visitors, Pre-register before 13 March
to receive 100% wavier off your exhibition pass!
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10% off your 2-Days Conference Fees!
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Hear from industry experts on
different fulfilment model, trends &
transitions, emerging innovations
& ideas for optimisation.

Understand the ground realities of
operations in Thailand, Indonesia,
Vietnam and many more!
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to find out who’s speaking!

Learn about the last mile fulfilment
concerns, perspectives and
approaches of major
international retailers.

Find out more & Register now at www.lmfasia.com
Organised by:

Strategic Partner:

Partner Event:

Knowledge Partner:

Gold Sponsors:

Held in:

Silver Sponsors:

Supporting Organisations:
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20 of the 20
Top Logistics

Service Providers
Get Better Results

oracle.com/goto/LSP
or call 1.800.ORACLE.1

Copyright © 2014, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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INDIVIDUAL

Koh Jin Kiat is currently the Regional Supply Chain Director of HarleyDavidson. Prior to this, Jin Kiat was the Operations Director, Asia at
Reader’s Digest, where he was responsible for procurement, production,
fulfilment, customer service and supply chain for Reader’s Digest’s
B2C Asian operations. Prior to that, he was Asia Pacific Director, Global
Automotive Solutions at Menlo Worldwide, a global supply chain
management company.

Automotive
Koh Jin Kiat (Overall Winner)

During his tenure at Menlo Worldwide, Jin Kiat was also a pioneer of
Vector SCM, a global supply chain 4PL joint-venture between General
Motors and CNF, Inc., Menlo Worldwide’s parent company. Jin Kiat’s
supply chain and procurement experience spans both B2B and B2C
sectors in industrial and commercial environments, and has successfully
re-engineered processes and developed supply chain solutions for large
multi-national corporations.

Bjorn Vang Jensen joined Electrolux in 2004, as Vice President in charge
of Supply Chain for Electrolux Major Appliances in Asia Pacific. Today, he
is the head of Global Logistics in the Electrolux Group, where he oversees
an annual logistics spend of approximately US$1bn.

Consumer Electronics
Bjorn Vang Jensen

Bjorn and his team are solely responsible for procurement and operations
of ocean freight, air freight, courier services and associated logistics
services for the entire Electrolux Group. Additionally, Bjorn manages
the group that purchases road- and rail freight as well as warehousing
services.

Marcelo Wesseler is the CEO of SingPost eCommerce, member of the
Singapore Post Group. SingPost eCommerce enables global brands to
enter Asia Pacific via an end-to-end eCommerce offering that includes a
best-in-class technology platform combined with an extensive fulfillment
and logistics network of 15 distribution centres in the region. SingPost
serves more than 600 clients and runs sites like shop.adidas.com.my,
levis.co.kr, shop.toshiba.com.sg and shopled.phillips.com.sg.

e-Commerce
Marcelo Wesseler
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SingPost is the Asia Pacific leader in e-commerce logistics and trusted
communications. The company is listed on the Singapore stock exchange
with two main shareholders SingTel and Alibaba Group. Prior to joining
Singapore Post, Marcelo was Head of e-Commerce at RS Components
Asia Pacific where he was responsible for growing the business to more
than US$100m annually.

Fashion
Roland Chong

Roland is currently the Asia Pacific Supply Chain Initiatives Senior
Director of Estee Lauder Cosmetics Company, with key responsibilities
in developing and implementing the Asia Pacific supply chain strategy,
establishing an efficient and customer focused distribution service within
the APAC region, as well as leading initiatives and project management.
Over the last 9 years, he spear-headed and led the teams in setting up
Distribution Centres in Japan, China, Southeast Asia, Korea, Australia, the
Asia Pacific Distribution Hub in Singapore, and more recently the Hong
Kong facility where he provided mentorship and coaching to the Project
Manager.
A proven leader with more than 20 years of extensive experience in the
fields of International Logistics, Supply Chain Management & Strategy,
Customer Service and Information Technology with several MultiNational Companies, including F&N Coca-Cola, Nike and General Electric
Companies.

Jaya Moorthi, is a supply chain professional with 20 years of experience in
broad areas of supply chain and logistics. He started his career with Port
of Singapore Authority for four years before joining Hewlett-Packard Asia
Pacific. In Port of Singapore Authority, he was in lead positions in vessel
operations, yard logistics, shipping planning and worked extensively with
various shipping liners.

High-Technology
Jaya Moorthi

Luxury
Anita Ho

In Hewlett-Packard, where he has been for the last 16 years, he has
toured different portfolios ranging from production, postponement,
international and domestic freight, as well as a host of others. He spent
bulk of his career in HP with the Imaging & Printing Group, being the lead
for managing the contract manufacturers and responsible for South Asia
World Wide shipment into EMEA and Americas.

Anita joined Hermès South East Asia Pte Ltd as Sales Administration
Manager in March 1998, where she oversaw sale order & invoicing
process. She was subsequently promoted, and now heads the department
as Customer Service & Logistics Director. Anita’s main role is to manage
clients’ expectations and ensure prompt delivery. She also optimises
shipping & delivery procedures, and manages Sale Order Processing,
Invoicing, Delivery Claims, Documentary Collections & Credits, Marine
Cargo Insurance, Aftersales Process and Property Insurance Risk
Management.
In her line of work, Anita attended courses & seminars in Leadership
Management, Shipping, Incoterms 2010, Warehouse Layout Planning /
Management, Supply Chain Professional Development and International
Trade Payment Terms. This has helped her implement the logistics and
warehouse operations in Singapore for Hermes’ Retail & Travel Retail
section.
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Oil & Gas
Travis Wong

Pharmaceutical

Travis Wong is currently the Region Logistics Director in Baker Hughes
- an Oil and Gas service company and is responsible for Supply Chain
Solutions for Asia Pacific region. He focuses on the development of end
to end supply chain solutions and work closely with a matrix of business
stakeholders in driving centralisation and integration of logistics activities
across Asia Pacific – standardise business and work processes to
improve efficiencies, cost and ensure compliance to customs and trade
regulations. Besides developing internal and vendor’s capabilities to
support Operations he also drives logistics network optimisation within
Asia Pacific.
Travis has vast supply chain experience having spend his initial years in the
logistics field, and has since moved on to chalked up direct management
experience in the areas of product forecasting, software manufacturing,
intellectual property protection, business management as well as the full
suite of logistics and distribution activities.

In 2011, GSK underwent a transformational change in its supply chain
moving from a traditional manufacturing organisation to full end to end
(e2e) focus. As a result of this transformational change, Michael was
provided the opportunity to lead the e2e supply chain for APLAM (now
APL due to a regional change in the Consumer Healthcare business) based
in Singapore. The role covers internal and external supply, warehousing,
distribution and customer activities. Michael reports to the SVP CH Supply
Chain (based in USA) and the President of CH APL (based in Singapore)
and am a core member of both leadership teams.

Michael Tyler

Retail
Dickson Yeo
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Dickson Yeo is Director (Supply Chain) for NTUC Fairprice Cooperative
Limited and CEO of Grocery Logistics of Singapore (GLS), a wholly owned
FairPrice subsidiary. Dickson is responsible for overseeing the supply
chain operations for FairPrice’s various distribution centres that serve
its vast network of over 280 stores in Singapore. He constantly works
to improve FairPrice’s supply chain capabilities and has been involved in
various initiatives to implement various technologies, systems and thirdparty partnerships to ensure FairPrice is able to efficiently provide the
grocery needs for Singapore daily.
One of the projects Dickson championed was the successful
implementation of an Automated Sortation System for a GLS distribution
centre, which boosted productivity and decreased manual labour by 50
per cent. His latest project includes the installation of an Automated
Storage and Caddy Pick system, a first of its kind in Asia Pacific, capable
of picking 120,000 cartons daily, at FairPrice’s latest high-tech distribution
centre, FairPrice Hub.

Roxane is Senior Director Corporate Supply Chain (CSC) Asia Pacific for
Infineon, a leading Semiconductor Company. She has been leading the
organsation ever since 2012. She is based in Singapore with a team spread
out over the Asia region. The CSC organisation encompasses function
along the whole Infineon supply chain such from Product Master Data
to Customer Logistic Management and even including manufacturing
systems. Those functions have either a regional focus or a global focus.

Semiconductor
Roxane Desmicht

Ms Desmicht is French, graduated as an engineer with a major in solid
state physics and recently completed and Executive MBA program at
the China European International Business School (CEIBS) in Shanghai.
She started her career as Product Engineer/Program Manager within the
Thales group, worked a few years in Altis Semiconductor as Front End
yield manager, several years for Infineon China as Supply Chain Director.
Prior her current appointment she was Director for Strategic Accounts
at Amkor.

CORPORATE
Harley-Davidson uses a pick-to-light system which maximises the number
of SKUs that can be stored in its parts and accessories distribution centre.
This system helps to increase efficiency and productivity by 9 per cent
while improving order-filling accuracy from 99.1 to 99.7 per cent, with
barely any system downtime.

Supply Chain Distribution Centre
Innovation
Harley-Davidson

Approximately 21,000 part numbers ship from the 250,000-squarefoot distribution center. These part numbers describe service parts and
accessories that go to more than 600 domestic Harley-Davidson dealers,
as well as to numerous distributors, dealers, subsidiaries and customers
worldwide. Turnaround times are rigorous, with about 85 per cent of all
domestic orders shipped the same day they are received.
The Lightning Pick system which is mounted in a 300-foot-long, threestory mezzanine manages nearly 4,000 of the fastest-moving inventory
items — between 55 and 60 per cent of the distribution centre’s entire
daily volume.
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Supply Chain Software
Oracle Corporation

When Oracle unveiled the much-anticipated family of Oracle Fusion
Applications at Oracle OpenWorld, knowledge workers in particular had a
lot to cheer about. Business users will soon have ready access to analytical
information and collaboration tools in the context of what they are working
on, so they can make better decisions when problems or opportunities
arise. Additionally, the Oracle Fusion Applications platform will make it
easy for business users to tweak processes, create new capabilities, and
find information, often without the need for IT department assistance and
while still following company guidelines. And IT leaders will be happy to
hear about new deployment options, guided implementation and setup
tools, and cost-saving management capabilities.
In addition, Oracle’s computer gear — especially its Exadata line, which
combines hardware with software for high-performance data processing
— is selling well. Analysts at Cantor Fitzgerald has also exulted that
Oracle’s computer-equipment line “could be a game changer in the IT
world,” adding that the company’s “strategy of engineering hardware and
software to work together is unique.”
Meanwhile, Oracle last year for the first time moved into the number
two spot among the world’s biggest software sellers, edging out IBM,
according to research firm Gartner. Oracle’s software sales totaled
$29.6bn, Gartner said, compared with IBM’s $29.1bn. Microsoft remained
the top seller with $65.7bn in sales.

HP is taking a leadership role in global efforts to apply the power of
information technology to the challenges posed by climate change and
water scarcity. HP’s response was based on understanding environmental
impacts across their value chain. In 2013, HP was the first IT company
to publish their carbon footprint. Building on their commitment to
transparency, in 2014 they published their complete water footprint.

Green Supply Chain
Hewlett-Packard

In 2013, HP’s carbon footprint equaled 62,055,000 tonnes CO2e, a
reduction of 16 per cent compared with 2012 and 21 per cent less than
in 2011. HP now has three years of data, from 2011-2013, they use this
information to make decisions and set goals on energy and GHG reduction
activities.
In addition, they were also the first IT company to publish a global supply
chain GHG emissions reduction goal. As part of their efforts, HP is also
investing in innovative, energy efficient products and ways that help
customers improve paper use, while making their own operations more
energy efficient.
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In 2013, Singapore’s container throughput hit 32.6 million TEUs, a 2.9
per cent increase over the 31.6 million TEUs in 2012. Total cargo tonnage
handled last year rose 3.6 per cent over 2012 to reach 557.5 million
tonnes.

Asia Container Port
Port of Singapore

The Port of Singapore won the ‘Best Seaport in Asia’ award at the 28th
Asian Freight and Supply Chain Awards (AFSCA) held in Shanghai on 17
June 2014. The Port of Singapore edged past strong contenders, the Port
of Shanghai and Port of Shenzhen to clinch the ‘Best Seaport in Asia’
award for the 26th time.

As one of the world’s busiest airports for air cargo, Changi Airport handles
over 1.8 million tonnes annually, with transshipment volume accounting
for almost half of the throughput. Its cargo volume has increased by an
average annual rate of seven per cent since Changi Airport opened for
operations in 1981.

Asia Air Cargo Port
Changi Airport

Changi Airport is served by more than 100 airlines flying to some 220
cities in about 60 countries and territories worldwide. Among these, 15
airlines operate more than 300 weekly scheduled pure freighter flights
linking Singapore to about 17 cities in 7 countries.
Notwithstanding the tough operating environment faced by the cargo
industry in Asia, Changi Airport handled 598,000 tonnes of airfreight
movements in the first four months this year, representing a 0.1 per cent
growth compared to the same period last year.

Cikarang Dry Port provides Integrated Port and Logistic Facilities and
serves as an extension gate of Tanjung Priok Sea Port. It is strategically
located in the heart of the largest manufacturing zone of Indonesia along
the Bekasi – Cikampek industrial corridor on the east side of Greater
Jakarta. Approximately 200 hectares of land are allocated for Cikarang Dry
Port, easily accessible via highway and railway system.

Asia Logistics Centre/
Park of the Year
Cikarang Dry Port (Indonesia)

Cikarang Dry Port is the first and only Integrated Customs Services Zone
in Indonesia. The international port code IDJBK connecting Cikarang
Dry Port to other ports of call around the world through Shipping Lines
partners, designating it as port of origin or port of destination. Cikarang
Dry Port offers one stop service for cargo handling and a logistics solution
for international export and import, as well as domestic distribution.
Beginning of May 2014, On Time Express handled their first shipment
from Shanghai China to Cikarang Dry Port. They provide house bill of
lading for PT Takata Automotive Safety Systems Indonesia. A 20-ft sized
container completed customs clearance process at Cikarang Dry Port to
be delivered to Takata Indonesia s premise. Multimodal transport bill of
lading stated Cikarang Dry Port as the place of delivery was provided by
SITC.
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Supply Chain Education Institution of
the Year
The Logistics Institute Asia Pacific

The Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific (TLIAP) is a collaboration between
National University of Singapore (NUS) and Georgia Institute of
Technology (Georgia Tech) for research, education and industry outreach
in global logistics and supply chain management. TLIAP is modelled after
The Supply Chain & Logistics Institute (SCL) at Georgia Tech, which has
wide industry recognition as one of the best institutes for education and
research in logistics and supply chain management. This collaboration
provides expertise, which caters to the needs of industries across the
world today focusing on global logistics, information technology, industrial
engineering and supply chain management.
Through its strong ties with the Business School, the School of
Computing, the Faculty of Engineering and the Faculty of Science at NUS
and its excellent relationship with the School of Industrial and Systems
Engineering at Georgia Tech, TLIAP is able to develop the Double Masters
Programme (DMP) in Supply Chain Management with phenomenal
success.
The comprehensive programme in Supply Chain Management has
equipped graduates of the DMP with the knowledge and skills to provide
expertise and advice to logistics/supply chain companies in Singapore and
the Asia Pacific, as well as to multinational corporations located within
Singapore.

Global 3PL of the Year
DHL

For the full year 2014, the Group expects only slight improvement in the
global economic environment. Nonetheless, the company still believes
that its positive earnings trend will continue and that Group EBIT will
rise to between €2.9bn and €3.1bn in 2014. While the newly created
Post - eCommerce - Parcel division (PeP, formerly MAIL) is anticipated to
contribute about €1.2bn to this total, the DHL divisions should continue to
grow earnings and generate an EBIT of between €2.1bn and €2.3bn for
the year.
The Group also expects that earnings will continue to grow beyond the
current year. For the period 2013 to 2020, the Group expects earnings
growth of more than 8 per cent per year on average based on the 2013
EBIT of €2.86bn. The 2015 EBIT target of between €3.35bn and €3.55bn
remains unchanged.
The DHL divisions are expected to continue to be the main contributor
to the Group’s revenue and profitability growth, with an annual average
EBIT growth of approximately 10 per cent per year over the period. At the
same time the PeP division is forecast to increase operating earnings by
an average of around three per cent each year. Furthermore, the Group
expects to reduce Corporate Centre/Other expenses to below 0.5 per
cent of Group revenues until 2020.
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Toll’s revenue increased 1.1 per cent over the previous year to $8.8bn.
Total earnings before interest and tax (before individually significant items)
were up 4.3 per cent to $444.4m and net profit after tax (before individually
significant items) was also up 5.7 per cent to $298.5m.

Asian 3PL of the Year
Toll Group

Restructuring and cost improvement initiatives together with new contract
wins more than offset the generally challenging market conditions
experienced during the year.
Toll Global Forwarding earnings benefitted from cost savings despite its
markets remaining difficult, while Toll Global Logistics improved results
from its Asian activities, with a continued solid result in Australia.
The Australian domestic businesses continued to be pressured by the
weaker mining sector and flat volumes in the retail sector. Significant
restructuring activities were undertaken across a number of business units
that will provide benefits in FY15 and beyond, along with investments to
position the businesses for future growth. The restructuring included the
realignment of a number of businesses as two of the Group’s six divisions
were amalgamated.

Evergreen Line is continuing its fleet renewal programme and has signed
charter agreements with both Costamare and Shoei Kisen Kaisha to each
provide, on charter, five 14,000 TEU containerships to be delivered during
2016 and 2017 respectively.

Container Line of the Year
Evergreen Marine

The ten new vessels, including the seven recently announced by Evergreen
Marine Corp & its subsidiaries, will further optimize the competitiveness of
Evergreen’s operating fleet and reduce the carrier’s unit costs. As this is a
fleet renewal program, the newbuildings will be replacements for existing
vessels and balanced by the redelivery of currently chartered ships when
charter periods expire. Evergreen’s operating tonnage therefore will not
be increased.
Also, Evergreen Line is to partner with Mariana Express in launching a
joint South China - East Malaysia (SEM) Service. The new initiative will
give a significant boost to the service offered to shippers on this important
sector of the Intra-Asian trade.
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In Singapore, PSA operates six container terminals: Tanjong Pagar, Keppel,
Brani, Pasir Panjang Terminal 1, 2 and 3. The six terminals have a total of 57
berths with a handling capacity of 40 million TEUs yearly.

Container Terminal of the Year
PSA Singapore

To meet the future growth of global trade and long-term needs of
customers, PSA embarked on the development of Pasir Panjang Terminal
Phases 3 & 4, with the first berth ready for operation by 2014. When
fully completed by 2020, the new terminals will boost Singapore’s total
container handling capacity to 50 million TEUs per year.
In 2013, PSA Singapore Terminals handled 32.24 million TEUs of containers.
PSA is:
• World’s Busiest Transhipment Hub – accounting for one-seventh of the
world’s total container transhipment throughput and 5 per cent of global
container throughput
• One of the World’s Largest Refrigerated Container (Reefer) Ports – more
than 7,000 reefer points; handled about 1.6 million TEUs of reefers in
2013
• Excellent Connectivity – connected to 600 ports, with daily sailings to
every major port in the world
Also, PSA Singapore Terminal has been announced the winner of the biz
SAFE 2014 in February, recognising its proactive Health, Safety, Security
and Environment (HSSE) policy to ensure safe workplace.

Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
Cathay Pacific Cargo

The Cathay Pacific Group reported an attributable profit of HK$347m
for the first six months of 2014. This compares to a profit of HK$24m in
the first half of 2013. The airline’s group revenue from overall operations
totaled HK$50.840bn in the first half of this year, up 4.6 per cent from
HK$48.584bn a year earlier. Of the airline’s overall revenue, HK$11.663bn
came from cargo operations, up 3.4 per cent from a year earlier.
A number of factors had a significant negative impact on the Group’s
business in the first six months of 2014. The principal adverse factors were
reduced passenger yield, continued weakness and over-capacity in the air
cargo market, the continued high fuel price and a weak performance from
an associated company, Air China.
Overcapacity in the cargo industry remains a major concern and has made
it difficult to increase rates resulting in an ongoing weak yield environment.
Cathay said both Cathay and Air China continued to manage capacity in
line with demand in the first half of 2014, and more cargo was carried in
the bellies of passenger aircraft, reflecting increased use of widebodies,
chiefly the B777-300ER aircraft.
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Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
Hactl

Hactl achieved 11.5 per cent growth in tonnage through its SuperTerminal
1 base in the first half of 2014, compared to the same period of 2013.
Imports increased 13.6 per cent year on year, to a total of 243,287 tonnes.
Exports also grew by 8.8 per cent over 2013, reaching 489,624 tonnes.
Transshipments showed the largest percentage growth, to 64,849 tonnes
– up 34.2 per cent on the same period of 2013. Hactl remains Hong Kong’s
largest cargo handler, catering for over 100 scheduled passenger and allcargo airlines, and serving over 1000 forwarders. It operates the airport’s
largest cargo facility, with a design capacity of 3.5 million tonnes per
annum.
Says Hactl Chief Executive Mark Whitehead: “When we parted company
with Cathay Pacific in 2013, we expected a long uphill struggle to replace
this significant element of our business. In reality, we have quickly made
up a substantial proportion of the traffic through new account wins, and
organic growth among our 100 airline clients.”

In the first half of 2014 the Kuehne + Nagel Group has increased volumes
in all business units and gained market shares. The dynamic trend in the
development of results, however, decelerated due to negative currency
effects.

Sea Freight Forwarder of the Year
Kuehne + Nagel

Compared to the previous year’s period, net earnings improved by 8.3 per
cent (currency adjusted by 12.8 per cent) to CHF 313m. EBIT increased
by 8.2 per cent (currency adjusted by 12.8 per cent) to CHF 396m and the
operational result (EBITDA) by 4.5 per cent (currency adjusted by 8.8 per
cent) to CHF 487m.
“By focussing on internationally operating customer groups with
demanding logistics and supply chain management requirements, as well
as on the provision of industry-specific logistics solutions, we were able to
increase volume growth in all business units in the first half of 2014. At the
same time, our effective cost management supported the improvement
of results,” said Dr Detlef Trefzger, CEO of the Kuehne + Nagel Group.
“Once again the excellent performance in air freight is to be highlighted.
The overland business unit has successfully continued its turnaround and
in contract logistics profitability further improved. However, our results
were negatively impacted by the strong Swiss Franc. Sea freight results
suffered from this trend in particular despite the solid growth and high
productivity achieved in this business unit.”
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Air Freight Forwarder of the Year
DHL Global Forwarding

For the full year 2014, the Group expects only slight improvement in the
global economic environment. Nonetheless, the company still believes
that its positive earnings trend will continue and that Group EBIT will
rise to between €2.9bn and €3.1bn in 2014. While the newly created
Post - eCommerce - Parcel division (PeP, formerly MAIL) is anticipated to
contribute about €1.2bn to this total, the DHL divisions should continue to
grow earnings and generate an EBIT of between €2.1bn and €2.3bn for
the year.
The Group also expects that earnings will continue to grow beyond the
current year. For the period 2013 to 2020, the Group expects earnings
growth of more than 8 per cent per year on average based on the 2013
EBIT of €2.86bn. The 2015 EBIT target of between €3.35bn and €3.55bn
remains unchanged.
The DHL divisions are expected to continue to be the main contributor
to the Group’s revenue and profitability growth, with an annual average
EBIT growth of approximately 10 per cent per year over the period. At the
same time the PeP division is forecast to increase operating earnings by
an average of around three per cent each year. Furthermore, the Group
expects to reduce Corporate Centre/Other expenses to below 0.5 per
cent of Group revenues until 2020.

YCH Group is a leading Singapore-based logistics and supply chain
management and provider of warehousing and inventory management
services.
The company has been classified ‘A’ by the TAPA in warehouse and
transportation security. Moreover, as a forerunner in worldwide supply
chain security, YCH is also the first to adopt a two-stage ISO 28000:2007
implementation and certification process involving site assessment and
independent audit to endorse its commitment to security excellence.
YCH DistriPark is fully-equipped with advanced tech-driven supply chain
solutions, such as YCH’s pioneering RFID for real-time visibility, accurate
tracking and security of high-value goods. The RFID implementation,
developed together with the Shanghai Lingang Economic Development
Group in 2008, was a first in the Shanghai Yangshan Port area. All hubs
and facilities have 24-hr security with CCTVs and Motion Detector.

Supply Chain Security
Overall Supply Chain Partner of
the Year
YCH Group
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From RFID technology to monitor the movement of goods and personnel,
to controlled access for certain secure facilities via biometric means, YCH
has gone the full distance in ensuring that there are no loopholes in its
logistics and SCM solutions from start to finish. The Group is also working
towards global accreditation of its stringent security policy and standards.
YCH Group attained the Secure Trade Partnership (STP) certification from
Singapore Customs, and it has enabled them to scale this supply chain
security programme to manage all of the company’s specific security
needs in a realistic and cost-effective manner within its network of
facilities across the Asia Pacific.

Ms Shalyn Lee manages HP’s Printing and Personal Systems (PPS) Supply
Chain Asia Pacific and Japan. In this position, she manages supply chain
strategies and operations which include Manufacturing and Distribution
network, Demand/Supply Management, Order Fulfilment, Procurement,
Engineering and Logistics in a complex environment that spans across
multiple manufacturing sites (HP owned or ODM or CM) across all PPS
product portfolio. The PPS portfolio encompasses Laser and Inkjet printers
and supplies, Graphics Solutions, commercial and consumer notebooks
and desktops, workstations, thin clients, handhelds, Internet appliances.

Supply Chain Woman of the Year
Shalyn Lee

Ms Lee graduated with a Bachelor in Science from University of
Manchester UK in 1987 and joined HP as a fresh production engineer in
HP Singapore upon graduation. She was promoted to production manager
within 3 years and in 1993 became the purchasing manager and then
Demand/Supply Manager the following year. Shalyn became the Director
Supply Chain in 1998 and shortly after HP/Compaq merger in 2002,
she was further honoured and promoted to VP Supply Chain, Personal
Systems APJ. In May 2012, her role was expanded to include the Printing
Systems as part of the newly combined PPS business.

Operating as the Global Physical Logistics Controller for Asia, Mr Hameed
covers matters pertaining to packaging, warehousing and transportation
while providing substantiation for the respective purchasing team to
progress commercial matters. Prior to this he has done a variety of internal
roles concerning Customer, Purchasing, Supply Chain and Manufacturing.

Young Supply Chain Professional of
the Year

Mr Hameed has previously worked in shipment refinancing, Investment
Banking, SME/C Banking and Supply Chain for a major pharmaceutical
company. Originally from Pakistan and a graduate of Babson College in
US, Hameed has experience of living in seven countries and has been a
resident in Singapore since 2010.

Hameed Ibrahim

Most Inspiring Supply Chain
Professional of the Year
Stanley Lim

Mr Stanley Lim is currently the Chairman of the Singapore Logistics
Association (SLA) for the Term 2014/2015. He has been serving in various
positions in the association. He was the SLA Chairman from 1992 to 2006
and is the longest serving Council Member of the Association. He has
been involved and contributed to FIATA, International Federation of Freight
Forwarders Associations since 1991. He served as Vice President of FIATA
and was elected to into the Presidency as Senior Vice President (20012007) and Treasurer (2007-2011). At the FIATA World Congress in Cairo, he
was elected as the President for the Term 2011-2013.
After he relinquished his Presidency in 2013, he remains as the Immediate
Past President. He is the Group Chief Operating Officer of Addicon
Logistics Management with HQ in Singapore. He was also the Chairman
of ASEAN Federation of Forwarders Association (AFFA). During his
Chairmanship, he contributed to the establishment of the Articles of the
ASEAN Framework Agreement for Multimodal Transport.
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Visionary of the Year
Kelvin Wong

Mr Kelvin Wong is the Assistant Managing Director of the Singapore
Economic Development Board (EDB). Mr Wong oversees EDB’s Industry
clusters including Logistics and Professional Services; New Businesses
(Industry Identification and Incubation, Inter national Organisation
Programme Office, Natural Resources and Safety & Security Programme
Office) and also initiatives in Resource Development.
Prior to this, Mr Wong held several Director-level appointments leading
various EDB clusters and initiatives including Logistics, Professional
Services, International Organisation Programme Office, Urban Solutions,
Central and Eastern US operations from 1999 to 2012. He joined EDB in
1996.

Hall of Fame
Essa Al-Saleh

Mr Essa Al-Saleh is the President & CEO of Agility’s commercial business,
Global Integrated Logistics (GIL) and is based in Baar, Switzerland. Mr
Al-Saleh’s responsibilities include leadership and management of the
company’s core global logistics businesses. Prior to assuming this role, Mr
Al-Saleh served as Managing Director of corporate development, where
he led the strategy and initiatives that contributed significantly to the
development of new businesses, joint ventures, mergers, acquisitions,
strategic sales initiatives and marketing.
Mr Al-Saleh has been with Agility since 1998 and has played a vital role in
the company’s transformation into a leading global logistics provider and
shaping the strategy and the execution of the acquisitions that make up
Agility.
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•

Source from over 250 international solution providers

•

Connect and cultivate business relations through
networking events

•

Get updated on innovative solutions and
technologies

•

Exchange

ideas at INTERPOL World Congress

Your business and networking engine!
Register online at www.Interpol-world.com now
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Knowledge Partner
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Managed By

2015
Introducing
THE SHIPPERS COUNCIL

Membership
JOIN US AS AN INDIVIDUAL / CORPORATE MEMBER

In today’s global economy, shippers may contact third-party logistics providers or freight forwarders to procure and manage
their freight shipments. In order to stay competitive, shippers need to balance the risks associated from the transport of
their goods with the willingness to pay for the protection of the freight and consequences of any service failures.
This is where Supply Chain Asia (SCA) comes in. SCA hosts The Shippers Council (TSC) as a platform for senior professionals,
involved in managing procuring and operating their companies’ logistics and supply chain operations in Asia Pacific, to
discuss, explore and share issues and challenges affecting their operations, with the intention of finding and achieving
best practices.
Through our membership programme, we invite industry professionals to join us as we strive to better develop the
industry, and succeed through collaboration.

TSC Memberships
For Corporate Shippers

S$700/yr

(aft GST: S$749)

S$1750/yr

(aft GST: S$1872.50)

Lite
5 Representatives

Premier
5 Representatives

FEATURES

FEATURES

Membership

• Monthly digiMag PDF
• 1 Copy Free Special Edition Magazine (Print)

Events & Networking

• Discounts to Supply Chain Asia Forum
• Priority Seating for Awards
• Discounts to Other Events
• Member + Exco of TSC

Advertisements Slot

• Banner Ad in SCA Portal – 30% Off
• Feature Ad in digiMag Portal – 30% Off
• digiMag PDF – 30% Off
• Special Edition Magazine (Print) – 30% Off

Academy

• Discounted Training Seats**
• Priority Seating

Membership

Monthly digiMag PDF
• 1 Copy Free Special Edition Magazine (Print)

Events & Networking

• 5 Free Passes to Supply Chain Asia Forum
• Priority Seating for Awards
• 5 Free Passes to Other Events
• Member + Exco of TSC

Advertisements Slot

• 1 Month Free Banner Ad in SCA Portal –
Subsequent Months at 30% Off
• Feature Ad in digiMag Portal – 30% Off
• digiMag PDF – 30% Off
• Special Edition Magazine – 30% Off

Academy

• 1 Free Seat for a Training Programme
(depending on availability and suitability)
- Subsequent Seats at 50% Off
• Discounted Training Seats**
• Priority Seating

For more of our membership packages, visit our website at www.supplychainasia.org.
For enquiries, drop us an email at admin@supplychainasia.org.
Supply Chain Asia reserves the right to change the information without prior notice.
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Efficient Warehouse Systems
As a full range supplier of warehouse and logistics systems we
support our customers in a comprehensive and straight-forward way.
Irrespective of whether you decide in favour of a manual, partially
or fully-automated solution. For more than 75 years, we have been
designing concepts for all kinds of industries. We customise every
solution to the particular requirements of our clients in a cooperative
partnership. Using our many years of experience to your advantage,
we will demonstrate how to make your processes more efficient.
Schaefer Systems International Pte Ltd
P: 65/6863 0168 · regionalmktg.sg@ssi-schaefer.com · www.ssi-schaefer.com

